Terms of Use for Campsite
during FCI IPO World Championships in Rheine

Dear camping guest,
Welcome to our campsite.
We are happy to see you here and wish you a relaxing and successful stay.
In the unlikely event of any problems arising, please speak to a member of our staff.
In the interest of all of our visitors, we request that you kindly refrain from any activity which
could disturb other camping guests.
I request you to observe the following terms of use for the campsite to ensure your stay is
hitch-free and just as you expect it to be:
1.
On arrival, please register with a member of VDH Service GmbH staff before entering the
campsite and show them your registration confirmation and valid photo ID such as a national
ID card or passport.
Make sure you are able to demonstrate that the fee for using the campsite has been paid.
2.
Pitches for tents, camper vans, caravans etc. will be assigned by VDH Service GmbH staff.
Their instructions must be followed.
Changing to a different pitch is only possible with permission from VDH Service GmbH staff.
3.
Camper vans and caravans must be parked at least three metres apart.
Campsite users are requested to exercise consideration towards other visitors to the campsite.
Dogs must be kept on leads. Visitors must clean up properly after their dogs.
4.
All facilities must be treated with respect. Visitors must remove bulky rubbish at their own
expense. Waste water must be contained and disposed of in the containers provided. Allowing
waste water to seep into the ground and contaminate groundwater is illegal and thus
prohibited.
5.
Water may be withdrawn only from the designated drawing points. Water may not be used
wastefully. Strongly contaminated waste water must be disposed of appropriately. Digging
trenches, hollows, and holes is not permitted.
6.
For reasons of safety, caravans, tents and guy lines must be set back at least 50 cm from
passageways.

7.
Electrical cables leading to campers or tents must conform to generally valid technical
standards. Gas heating and other gas-powered technology in camper vans and caravans must
meet statutory requirements, and all campers must have the safety of such equipment tested at
regular intervals.
8.
Noise which could disturb others is not permitted. In particular, no noise is permitted between
13:00–15:00 and 22:00–7:00.
9.
Campers will not be entitled to reduce the fee payable for using the campsite if a disturbance
has resulted exclusively as a result of other campsite users breaching the campsite terms of
use.
10.
Users of the campsite must also observe the following rules:
a)
Cars, motorcycles and bicycles are to be parked as instructed by VDH Service GmbH staff.
Vehicles may only be driven at walking pace on the campsite. If this rule is breached, visitors
may be banned from driving on the campsite.
b)
Vehicles parked on empty pitches must pay a fee for their use (day rate).
c)
Open fires are not permitted on the campsite. Gas-powered appliances are permitted.
d)
Users must keep their pitches tidy.
e)
Users must completely clear and tidy their pitches before their final departure.
f)
Pitches must be vacated by 12:00.
g)
Campers must sign out with VDH Service GmbH before departure.
11.
Animals are not permitted in the sanitary blocks.
12.
Instructions given by VDH Service GmbH staff must be followed.
Infringements of the terms specified here or non-compliance with staff instructions may lead
to visitors being excluded from the site.

Campers acknowledge with their registration that they use the campsite at their own risk. No
liability will be accepted for lost or damaged possessions of campsite users or for accidents,
injuries or flood damage.

VDH Service GmbH

